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B4TOE_c81_118187.htm 1.What does the passage mainly discuss?

(A) The architecture of early American Indian buildings (B) The

movement of American Indians across North America (C)

Ceremonies and rituals of American Indians (D) The way of life of

American Indian tribes in early North America 2. According to the

passage the Hopi and Zuni typically built their homes (A) in valleys

(B) next to streams (C) on open plains (D) against cliffs 3. The word

"They" in line 6 refers to (A) goods (B) buildings (C) cliffs (D)

enemies 4.It can be inferred from the passage that the dwellings of the

Hopi and Zuni were (A) very small (B) highly advanced (C) difficult

to defend (D) quickly constructed 5.The author uses the phrase "the

three sisters" in line8 refer to (A) Hopi women (B) family members

(C) important crops (D) rain ceremonies 6. The word "scarce" in

line10 is closest in meaning to (A) limited (B) hidden (C) pure (D)

necessary 7.Which of the following is true of the Shoshone and Ute?

(A) They were not as settled as the Hopi and Zuni. (B) They hunted

caribou. (C) They built their home with adobe. (D) They did not

have many religious . 8. According to the passage which of the

following tribes lived in the grasslands? (A) The Shoshone and Ute

(B) The Cheyenne and Sioux (C) The Hopi and Zuni (D) The

Pawnee and Inuit 9. Which of the following animals was most

important to the Plains Indians? (A) The salmon (B) The caribou

(C) The seal (D) The buffalo 10. Which of the following is NOT



mentioned by the author as a dwelling place of early North

Americans? (A) Log cabins (B) Adobe houses (C) Tipis (D) Igloos

11 . The author gives an explanation for all of the following words

EXCEPT (A) adobe (B) pueblos (C) caribou (D) bison 12. The

author groups North American Indians according to their 100Test 
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